
Top up this device’s number
Top up a different device’s number

Transfer money
From one of my accounts
To an indivudual
To a company
To one of my accounts

Register to
Open a savings account
Open a current account
Visa card
Insurance

Transfer money to a company

Open a savings account
Open a current account
Visa card
Insurance
See different account balances

Visa Card
Insurance

Recent transactions / transaction 
history

‘Manage my accounts’ / Manage my 
money 
Move money between accounts

Find us

Help

Use QR code to pay for goods and 
services

With homepage shortcut

EXISTING NAV 
HEADING

KEY TASK/
OUTCOME

PROPOSED NAV 
HEADING

Home
Recharger
Acheter pass
Transfers
Payments

Partners
Tips

Your Money
OM balance and transations
Savings and loans
Direct debits
Bank to wallet?

Settings
OM account management

This after a quick grouping exercise on my own desk. 
Would need to be validated.
Optimal Workshops ‘Treejack’ is a good tool for testing and 
validating information architecture, but it is not free.

Services Your money Settings

Transfers Payments

Services

Offre premium >

Partager l’application avec vos proches >

Recharger Acheter pass

Services Your money Settings

Savings & Loans Direct Debits

All OM transactions Bank to wallet

Balance Show | Hide

Previous transaction 1
Previous transaction 2
Previous transaction 3
Previous transaction 4
Previous transaction 5

Details
Details
Details
Details
Details

Change accounts Your Orange Money 
account

Services Your money Settings

Savings & Loans Direct Debits

All OM transactions Bank to wallet

Balance Show | Hide

Previous transaction 1
Previous transaction 2
Previous transaction 3
Previous transaction 4
Previous transaction 5

Details
Details
Details
Details
Details

Change accounts Orange Money 
Account

Transfers Payments

Services Your money Settings

Orange Services

Offre premium >

Partager l’application avec vos proches >

Recharger Acheter pass

All our partners >

Partner Partner Partner Partner

Your world Your money Settings

Partners

Offre premium >

Partager l’application avec vos proches >

All our partners >

Partner Partner Partner Partner

Your world Your money Settings

Savings & Loans Direct Debits

All OM transactions Bank to wallet

Balance Show | Hide

Previous transaction 1
Previous transaction 2
Previous transaction 3
Previous transaction 4
Previous transaction 5

Details
Details
Details
Details
Details

Change accounts Orange Money 
Account

Transfers Payments

Recharger Acheter pass

F Borrow
Pico credit

Top up a number

A This number

G Another number

Pay for goods & services

F BorrowC Manual set-up

H Pay a bill or invoice or transaction ID code

M Financial services (OB)

Manage my money

Pay my bills

Other services Where to find us

Save Borrow

D Save

E Register for OBB QR show/scan

I Manage

L Previous transactions

J Other services

Top
up

Pay for 
goods

Your 
Accounts

Our 
Services

A B C

D E F

G H I

J K L

Navigation
Put related tasks together and give them a 
name that makes sense to the user.

K Where to find us

N Help

A

B

C E

M

N

H

IJ

K

L

“Hierarchical organisation is the 
simplest structure for visualising and 
understanding complexity.”

(William Lidwell, Universal Principles of 
Design)

Hierarchical organisation

HYPOTHESIS
A hierarchical and modular organisation 
will make the app feel easier to use.

Selecting an account shows its balance and 
drives the availability of tasks: only tasks for that 
account are shown

The same flow presented in a hierarchical 
(stepped) task flow

Benefits
User sees actions available for that account. 
Actions for other accounts are not visible.

Actions and tasks are tied with selections, 
creating a more coherent experience.

Single cognitive unit 
= the account

Choose an account

Then, choose a task for that 
account

User makes a selection (gives one 
object ‘active focus’, such as an 
account)

User sees actions available for that 
selection only. Actions for other 
selections are not visible.

Anything the user does will be 
contextual to the selection 
made at the top level.

Summary

All tasks for all accounts available

Select a task

Select the account to see its balance

Choosing an account at the top level has no impact 
on available actions. 

Select the account you want the task to 
act on

Multiple cognitive units 
= balances, tasks, steps, accounts

Drawbacks
Forces user to repeat steps
More to glean from a single glance; forces 
longer dwell times
Greater potential for confusion and frustration

Current, non-hierarchical organisation of 
tasks in Orange Money app

Parent pattern

This pattern

Child pattern

Might be used by

Might use

A pattern for describing patterns
(Drawn from “A Pattern Language” by Christopher Alexander)

Description of pattern
If the user needs to select a main, or ‘parent’ 
feature, then decide between different 
facets of the feature, or different instances of 
it, or different ways of using it.

Name of pattern
NESTED SELECTION

Orange apps using this pattern

Orange Money Anticipation

• Make a payment
- Using merchant number
- With QR code

• Top up
- This phone number
- Another phone number

• Buy a pass
- Pass mix
- Pass internet

• QR code (if used as parent feature)
- Generate QR code to show merchant
- Pass internet - Pass internet

Related patterns
• Intelligent defaults
• Tiles
• Tabs

Tabs

Tiles

QR code

Show Scan

QR code

Show Scan

By merchant ID >

By QR code >

Temp bank card > 

Premium offers >

Merchant ID

Merchant name Merchant code

Make payment

Merchant name Merchant code

enter code…

Suivant

enter name…

Suivant

Example exit state

Enter merchant code

Enter amount

Fees

Secret code

Confirm

Make payment

Merchant name Merchant code

enter code…

Suivant

The user can easily switch between function modes without 
needing to go back or start their journey again.

At end of flow, page returns to 
start state, ready for the next 
operation.

To see all payment options, user 
goes back.

Example application of pattern

In OMA, to pay a merchant, the user first selects the appropriate  ‘Pay 
Merchant’ option. 

If paying by merchant ID, there are two options to choose from: name 
or number.

Name of pattern
INTELLIGENT DEFAULTS

Description of pattern
Intelligent defaults save the user time and effort by 
defaulting selections.

The user must be able to change from the default to 
the other option easily, and without have to start the 
task again from the home page.

The default selections must match user expectations 
and might be informed by

• last-used
• frequently-used
• best option for user’s circumstances
• other

Tabs

Tiles

By merchant ID >

By QR code >

Temp bank card > 

Premium offers >

Make payment

Merchant name Merchant code

enter code…

Suivant

Merchant ID

Merchant name Merchant code

enter name…

Suivant

App remembers previous state 
so that user can make a repeat 
payment using the same 
preferred option.

User can easily change the 
remembered state.

Related patterns
• Nested selection
• Tiles
• Tabs

Orange apps using this pattern

Orange Money Anticipation

• Make a payment
- Using merchant number
- With QR code

• Top up
- This phone number
- Another phone number

• Buy a pass
- Pass mix
- Pass internet

• QR code (if used as parent feature)
- Generate QR code to show merchant
- Pass internet - Pass internet

Example application of pattern

Once a user has paid a merchant in OMA, the app 
remembers the method chosen and defaults to it 
next time.

I set up demo Treejack tests as an example of the benefit of testing IA thinking 
early-on, and to show how much we could learn at relatively little cost. (I shared 
the results on the team Miro board.)

Information Architecture
Addressing complexity by organising and naming things meaningfullyIA

Combining existing features and separate products into a clear, simple structure 
that was easy to navigate and quick to learn meant some methodical analysis and 
proposing new ways to interact with Orange services. 

I proposed a stratified approach where multiple features were grouped in ways that 
made sense to users, creating clear and simple drill-downs to individual tasks.

Remove repetition, and group features 
meaningfully

Senior stakeholders, from a marketing background, were focused on a 
features-for-features-sake approach. This led to very complicated 
navigation and low engagement.

The following examples show how I went about achieving simplifying the 
experience for the user, without losing any of the app’s rich functionality.

In fact we were able to add even more functions, without making the 
app feel overwhelming to use.

First, I wanted to explain the problem to stakeholders who were quite 
attached to the old way of seeing the app. 

To maintain a positive stance, I proposed solutions to the problems I 
wanted to illuminate. 

Below, I wanted to explain how grouping would simplify things for 
the user without taking anything away from the app. On the left is the 
old set of navigation headings and features, with eleven elements; 
and on the right, the proposed new structure, with four.

I also showed the impact this would have on the homepage. 

For completeness the mini site map showed where the complete set of app 
features would live and how they would drilled down to, following a more 
user-centred organisation.

From navigation schema to interaction patterns

To be consistent with the new navigation approach, the way in which tasks 
were sequenced needed to change too.

Previously, the user would select an action, like “pay somebody” and then 
select the object, like “my current account”.

Flipping that to a model where the user selected a parent object first (the 
account), and then showing a list of all the tasks available, gave some key 
benefits for simplifying the app:

• Easy to see what you can do at each stage
• You’re not bombarded with irrelevant actions
• Less to learn
• Easier to explore
• More task-oriented
• Simpler pages

To bring the thinking to life, I also drew up low-fidelity wireframes 
to show options for how the thinking could be implemented:

As with the earlier service design phases, I built interactive prototypes 
wherever necessary to illuminate thinking and to validate, explore or 
expand upon thinking within the team and with user groups.

The pattern library and a structure for 
describing patterns

With new interaction patterns being introduced to an existing pattern 
library, I created a way of describing patterns so that designers could 
apply them with better accuracy and confidence.

This approach also lent itself to increased governance around the pattern 
library, which lacked any instructions or directions for applying its various 
elements.

I proposed a Christopher Alexander model for organising and describing 
patterns, applying it to the new patterns our team was introducing for 
illustration.

First, I summarised the approach:

Client: Orange Money, Africa
Brief: Create a new concept and UX vision for a ‘super-app’ 
integrating banking and ‘lifestyle’ features

Analysed and proposed user research to 
inform service features and key user 
journeys (see case study 1).

Organised app features and tasks 
around user goals and mental models, 
for clear navigation (this case study).

Defined app interactions from an 
existing pattern library, and defining 
new patterns (see case study 3).

Project deliverables

• Wireframes at various levels of fidelity to explore, critique, or define UX thinking.
• Prototypes to explain, validate and test concepts with stakeholders, product team 

and users.

SD

IA

IxD

Orange Money wanted concepts for a new type of app that would make financial 
and shopping services available to millions of African customers and become a 
hub for related shopping and lifestyle activities.

What I did - main activities

Thanks for reading. 

Steven Hart

www.hartpartners.co.uk
steven@hartpartners.co.uk
07976 628179

Creating a user-centred view of features and how 
they are presented and accessed

I created a hypothesis document to explain the problem and 
its solution, for use in stakeholder discussions and user test 
planning:

Then I made real-life examples from the work we were doing:

Wireframes and prototypes

Throughout the IA process, I maintained wireframe documents and interactive 
prototypes to illustrate and explore thinking.

At this stage, these did not include visual design elements. They were built just 
to explore structure, organisation, naming, and flow.

Taxonomies and vocabulary

With a design team spanning different product groups and management 
structures, we needed a common vocabulary. Words were being used to 
describe different things, which created confusion among the team.

I wanted to make sure this confusion wasn’t passed on to the user, so set 
about clarifying a consistent family of names for the things we needed to 
talk about.

Here, I define the difference between products, bank accounts, SIM-
accounts, and ‘pots’ (sub-accounts):

Results and outcomes

Some of the work I did in this phase was not expected by the 
stakeholders, or even other members of the design team. Information 
architecture is frequently overlooked during the UX process, but I think 
can make very powerful contributions both to the final product, and to the 
process involved in getting there.


